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1.1 High level assessment of network wide impacts versus 2036 Baseline 

2036 Baseline (BL) AM 

 Total network wide delay:45,107 mins 
 Average junction arm RFC  (across all junctions) =  59 
 % of junction arms above 85% RFC (congestion regularly occurs)  =  21.9%   
 % of junction arms above 100% RFC (major congestion occurs each peak)  =7.9% 

 

2036 Baseline (BL) PM 

 Total network wide delay:48,010 mins 
 Average Junction arm RFC (across all junctions) = 60 
 % of junction arms above 85% RFC  = 23.2% 
 % of junction arms above 100% RFC  = 7.5% 
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2036 Do Minimum (DM) AM peak compared to 2036 BL  

 Total network wide delay:52,529 mins  (+16.5% vs 2036 baseline) 
 Average Junction arm RFC (across all junctions) = 62    (3% worse) 
 % of junction arms above 85% RFC  =  27.2%   (4% worse) 
 % of junction arms above 100% RFC  =  8.3%   (0.8% worse) 

Systra assessment of RFC impacts vs 2036 Baseline:  

o significant RFC impacts on 17 individual junction arms  
o severe RFC impacts on 3 individual junction arms 
o 17 junctions in total where significant/ severe impact on RFC on one or more arms occurs 

 

2036 Do Minimum (DM)  PM peak  compared to 2036 BL 

 Total network wide junction delay  51,424 mins  (+7.1% vs 2036 Baseline) 
 Average Junction arm RFC (across all junctions) =  62   (2% worse) 
 % of junction arms above 85% RFC  =  26.6%  (3.4% worse) 
 % of junction arms above 100% RFC =  7.2%  (0.3% better) 

 
 Systra assessment of RFC impacts vs 2036 Baseline:  

o significant RFC impacts on 18 individual junction arms 
o severe RFC impacts on 3 individual junction arms 
o 16 junctions in total where significant/ severe impact on RFC on one or more arms occurs 
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2036 Do Something 1 (DS1) AM peak  compared to 2036 BL 

 Total network wide junction delay 52409 mins  (+16.2% vs 2036 baseline) 
 Average Junction arm RFC (across all junctions)   =  61  (2% worse) 
 % of junction arms above 85% RFC  = 25.9%   (2.7% worse) 
 % of junction arms above 100% RFC  =  8.8%   (1.3% worse) 

 
 Systra assessment of RFC impacts vs 2036 Baseline:  

o significant RFC impacts on 23 individual junction arms  
o severe RFC impacts on 7 individual junction arms 
o 24 junctions in total with significant/ severe impact on RFC on one or more arms 

 

2036 Do Something 1 (DS1)    PM peak compared to 2036 BL 

 Total network wide junction delay: 48,522 mins  (+1.1% vs 2036 baseline) 
 Average Junction arm RFC (across all junctions) =  61%  (1% worse) 
 % of junction arms above 85% RFC  =  23.7%   (0.5% worse) 
 % of junction arms above 100% RFC  =  8.3%   (0.8% worse) 

 
 Systra assessment of RFC impacts vs 2036 Baseline:  

o significant RFC impacts on 21 individual junction arms 
o severe RFC impacts on 3 individual junction arms 
o 18 junctions in total with significant/ severe impact on RFC on one or more arms 

 Additional junctions showing RFC sig/sev impacts above 2036 BL: 

 

One of the interventions modelled in the Do Something 1 runs is alterations to the layout and signal timings at Queens 
Road/ West Street/Newport Street/ John Road junction in Ryde.  However the SRTM model results indicate that this 
junction performs significantly more poorly in the DS1 test (with the scheme included) than in the Do Minimum (in 
which the potential improvement scheme was not included), particularly in the AM peak when over 1,000 additional 
delay minutes are forecast at this location in the DS1 run.   

If the DM test results for this junction are used instead of the DS1 results for the DS1 scenario, the changes to network-
wide junction delays in the DS1 scenario are notably smaller:     

 AM peak:   51,057 mins  (+13.2% vs 2036 baseline) 
 PM peak: 48,005 mins  (no change vs 2036 baseline) 

These results appear to indicate that either SRTM’s modelling of this junction is significantly at variance with the study 
work which determined the improvements, or that some other changes between the Do Minimum and Do Something 1 
tests have resulted in changes to traffic flows of a magnitude sufficient to significantly change performance of this 
junction. However the other interventions in the DS1 scenario in Ryde were relatively minor, (signal timing changes at 
Argyll St/West St and minor physical alterations at Binstead Road / Pellhurst Road) so it seems unlikely that these alone 
could have changed traffic flows significantly compared to the 2036 DM scenario.    

Further investigation of the reasons for the apparent significant deterioration in performance at this junction in the DS1 
test, despite inclusion of a scheme which was forecast to achieve significant improvements, appears to be required.  
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1.2  Comparison of network-wide 2036 results to 2015 

The chart below shows comparison of forecast network-wide junction delay minutes in the 2036 scenarios with the 
2015 baseline model run.    

 

This chart shows that substantial increases in junction delays are forecast under all scenarios including the 2036 
Baseline scenario which assumes no additional development beyond that already committed.  

This indicates that background traffic growth, driven by existing development commitments, population growth and 
other factors is likely to impact the performance of the network considerably more greatly than IWC’s Local Plan 
proposals for additional development.  

[there is potential to carry out some additional analysis of the data looking at changes between 2015 and 2036 BL to 
identify the key locations where  delays are forecast to increase but the immediate priority for the IWC Local Plan should 
be to seek to identify and minimise the impact of development proposals relative to the 2036 baseline] 

 

1.3 Forecast Impacts within major settlements  

The below table shows the sum of forecast total delays across junctions within three of the largest settlements on the 
island for the AM & PM peak hours in 2036.  

 AM peak   
  2036 BL 2036 DS1 
Newport 16875 22649 
Ryde* 4560 4827 
Sandown & Shanklin 8936 5754 

 

* Results for Ryde assume Queens Road/ West Street/Newport Street/ John Road junction performs as per 2036 DM results- see previous 
comments re  performance of alterations to this junction modelled in 2036 DS1 test 

It is important to note that SRTM only models a selection of major road junctions within each settlement- but that those 
junctions modelled are likely to be used by many local as well as longer distance trips due to being located on key 
routes.  
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This data provides an indication of forecast changes to total delay time at key junctions within each settlement.  

In the AM peak, total delays at all junctions in Newport are forecast to increase fairly significantly (+34%) wheras in 
Ryde, only a minor 6% increase in total delay is forecast.  

In the PM peak, development impacts on delays in Newport are more moderate (17% increase vs 2036 BL) whilst 
impacts in Ryde are forecast as being negligible (+4%).  

In both AM & PM peaks, significant reductions in total junction delay are forecast in Sandown and Shanklin in the 2036 
DS1 scenario compared to the 2036 baseline.  Significant reductions delay are forecast at  Newport Road / Sandown 
Road and Lakehill / The Fairway junctions, likely as a result of potential junction improvement schemes at these 
locations included in the 2036 DS1 test.  

 

1.4 Network wide impacts- Summary: 

At a network-wide level, the model results forecast a significant increase in network-wide delays between 2015 and 
2036 in a scenario without additional development allocations proposed in IWC’s draft Local Plan.  

The IWC Local Plan development proposals and committed/ development related highway interventions tested in the 
2036 “Do Minimum” test  are forecast to result in moderate additional degradation of highway network performance 
relative to a 2036 scenario with no development.  Impacts are forecast to be greater in the AM peak than the PM peak. 
By 2036, total time spent by traffic waiting at junctions is forecast to increase by 16.5% across the network in the AM 
peak relative to a no-development scenario, with a 7.1% increase in network wide wait times in the PM peak.  

The 2036 “Do Something 1” test introduces a number of additional highway improvements which help to reduce the 
network-wide impact of proposed development, particularly in the PM peak.   If a possibly anomalous set of results 
related to a tested improvement scheme at Queens Road/ West Street/Newport Street/ John Road junction in Ryde are 
removed, network-wide junction delays are forecast to increase by 13.5% in the AM peak, and by 1% or less in the PM 
peak, compared to a no-development scenario.  

Some coarse analysis of the levels of junction delay in the major settlement areas (Ryde, Sandown & Shanklin, Newport) 
indicates that junction delay impacts in the 2036DS1 model run (development plus mitigations) are negligible in Ryde, 
and that potential mitigations are forecast to significantly improve the situation in some parts of Sandown & Shanklin 
compared to the 2036 Baseline.   However total junction delays in Newport are higher in the 2036 DS1 scenario than in 
the baseline, particularly in the AM peak.  

Other measures of network wide performance, for example the number of arms of junctions where Ratio of Flow to 
capacity (RFC) exceeds 85%   (meaning congestion regularly occurs at peak times) or 100% (congestion occurs during all 
peak periods) , and average RFC of junctions across the network, are forecast to experience relatively small negative 
changes in the Do Minimum scenario.    

Impact of proposed development on these metrics is generally slightly higher in the AM peak than the PM peak.   

Overall the 2036 “Do Something 1” model run, which introduces additional highway mitigations, reduces the magnitude 
of the impacts on these metrics, particularly in the PM peak although some residual impacts do appear to remain in the 
AM peak.  
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2.1 Individual junction impacts 

The plots overleaf indicate relative size of junction delays for the 2036 baseline (shown by green circles).   

Where a red ring is visible outside of these green circles, this indicates that delays in the 2036 Do Something 1 model 
run at this junction are greater than in the baseline (ie there are with-development impacts, even after application of 
currently identified mitigations).  

Where no red ring is visible, this indicates that delays at this junction in the 2036 Do Something 1 model run are no 
larger than in the 2036 baseline (or there may be a reduction from the 2036 baseline delay)  (ie junction performance 
does not appear to be impacted by proposed development after implementing identified mitigations).   

The per-PCU plots show the relative size of and changes in delay forecast to be experienced by each individual 
vehicle/driver.  

The total junction delay plots show the forecast level of (and changes to) net delay across all traffic using that junction 
and are intended to indicate junctions where delays may have a significant wider economic impact.  

These plots assume assume Queens Road/ West Street/Newport Street/ John Road junction performs as per 2036 DM 
results (see previous comments re performance of alterations to this junction in 2036 DS1 test) 

 

2.2 Interpretation of results 

As described in more detail on page 3, the 2036 DS1 test results indicate either an anomaly in the model results, or poor 
performance of a potential mitigation scheme at the Queens Road/ West Street/Newport Street/ John Road junction in 
Ryde.  Significant additional delays related to this issue are clearly shown at this junction in the plots overleaf.    

Other than at this junction, these plots indicate that the most significant delay impacts of proposed development in the 
IWC Local Plan, as would be experienced by individual drivers, occur at the following locations: 

 Yarbridge Crossroads, Brading – AM & PM peak 
 A3055 Beaper Shute / Rowborough Lane / Carpenters Road  signalised junction between Brading and Ryde  - 

AM & PM peak   

Smaller, apparently relatively minor per-vehicle delay impacts are forecast at the following locations: 

 Stroudwood Road/Carters Lane/Upton Rd/ Gatehouse Rd mini-roundabout South of Ryde (AM peak only) 
 Several junctions in the Newport area (Shide, Medina Way/River Way,  Medina Way/Parkhurst Road Staplers 

Road/ Long Ln)  in the AM and/or PM peak  
 Newport Road/ Nodes Rd south of West Cowes (AM & PM peaks) 

The total junction delay plots indicate that additional delays at Yarbridge Crossroads in the 2036 DS1 test may be 
significant at a wider all-traffic level.  Additional total vehicular delay at the Medina Way/ Parkhurst Road junction is also 
notable albeit only a small increase from total delay levels in the 2036 Baseline.   For most of the other locations 
identified as having per-vehicle delay impacts above, total junction delay changes are less significant.   

Overall, the indication from these results is that significant un-mitigated additional delays occur at only a few specific 
locations, and that a significant amount of the (relatively limited) additional forecast delays and congestion in the 2036 
DS1 scenario  is composed of relatively small increases at multiple junctions, particularly in Newport.    
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2036 AM peak- changes to per-PCU junction delays  (Baseline vs DS1)   
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2036 PM peak- changes to per-PCU junction delays  (Baseline vs DS1)   
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2036 AM peak- changes to total junction delays  (Baseline vs DS1)   
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2036 PM peak- changes to total junction delays  (Baseline vs DS1)   
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3. Changes in delays on corridors/ routes 

Estimates of changes in delay times for individual journeys along some major corridors between and through major 
settlements have been prepared.  These routes have been chosen to replicate some key local travel patterns, eg 
commuting journeys into /through Newport in the morning peak and returning home in the evening peak.  

The map below shows the routes along which comparison of delays at junctions has been undertaken. 

 

 

The tables below/overleaf summarise the differences in delays in seconds along each route between the 2036 BL & 
2036 DS1 tests. 

Central Ryde* to Newport town centre 

 AM peak westbound PM peak eastbound 
2036 BL 417 300 
2036 DS1 494 301 
 +77 seconds +1 second 
* Results for this route assume Queens Road/ West Street/Newport Street/ John Road junction performs as per 2036 DM results- see previous 
comments re performance of this junction modelled in 2036 DS1 test 
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Shanklin to Ryde 

 AM peak northbound PM peak southbound 
2036 BL 647 581 
2036 DS1 432 594 
 -215 seconds +13 seconds 
 

West Cowes to Newport town centre 

 AM peak northbound PM peak southbound 
2036 BL 132 116 
2036 DS1 123 149 
 -9 seconds +33 seconds 
 

Sandown to Carisbrooke via Newport town centre 

 AM peak north/westbound PM peak south/ eastbound 
2036 BL 226 481 
2036 DS1 241 378 
 +15 seconds -103 seconds 
 

All routes are forecast to experience only relatively small increases in delay/wait time in the 2036 DS1 scenario 
compared to the 2036 baseline (maximum 77 seconds increase between Ryde and Newport in the AM peak).  

For those journeys where significant reductions in journey times are forecast, in many cases this is due to significant 
delay reductions forecast as a result of potential improvement schemes at Newport Road / Sandown Road and Lakehill / 
The Fairway junctions in Sandown.  


